ITALIAN EARTHQUAKE CAUSES 127 DEATHS
Several Thousand Are Injured When Shock Wipes Out Towns

AIRPLANES HUNT DAMAGE
Towns Injured, Villages Destroyed and Power Systems Rendered Inoperable

ALCOHOL RULING DRASTIC
All Prescriptions Next Made In Duplicate

WASHINGTON, June 28—Drastic action was occasioned by the service of a refusal of a 20 proof distillation permit by the Washington State Liquor Control Board yesterday. The refusal was issued to the Pacific Mills Company, a subsidiary of the Buffalo Mills in Seattle, to permit making the state-furnished products of alcohol.

The Board cited the company for violation of the Washington State Liquor Control Act, which prohibits the sale of any spirituous liquor for human consumption, except for medicinal purposes. The refusal was based on a finding that the company had failed to comply with the provisions of the act.

The company has been granted a 20 day appeal by the Board, after which it may appeal to the courts.

ROSEBURG, June 28—The Roseburg Distilling and Bottling Company, a subsidiary of the Buffalo Mills in Seattle, was granted a 20 day appeal by the Washington State Liquor Control Board. The appeal was based on a finding that the company had failed to comply with the provisions of the act.

The company is currently engaged in the manufacture of alcohol for medicinal purposes and has been granted a temporary permit to continue operations during the appeal period.

SOLDIERS ASK DISCHARGE
For Men of Kid Field Artillery Demand Release

WASHINGTON, June 28—The National Guard Bulletin reported today that the National Guard of Washington had received a demand for the discharge of all men of the Kid Field Artillery, a unit of the National Guard, because of the recent incident in which several members of the unit were reported to have been killed in an explosion at a ammunition depot.

The demand was made by the commanding officer of the unit, who stated that the incident had occurred under circumstances which made it impossible for the unit to continue in service.

The National Guard Bulletin further reported that the commanding officer had recommended the discharge of all men of the unit, pending an investigation of the incident.

ROSEBURG, June 30—The Roseburg Distilling and Bottling Company, a subsidiary of the Buffalo Mills in Seattle, was granted a 20 day appeal by the Washington State Liquor Control Board. The appeal was based on a finding that the company had failed to comply with the provisions of the act.

The company is currently engaged in the manufacture of alcohol for medicinal purposes and has been granted a temporary permit to continue operations during the appeal period.

THE STORE THAT UNDERSells BECAUSE IT SELLS FOR CASH
Summer-Time Needs
Can Best Be Supplied at This Helpful Store

For dress wear, vacation wear or any occasion on which you want a pretty garment— or the materials to make the same—nothing exists you'll find among our extensive stocks just what you desire at just what you'll be pleased to pay. This list of special offers will prove very attractive to the thoughtful, careful shoppers who appreciate im- partial values in trustworthy merchandise. Come and see.

Beautiful Silks
In a Wonderful Array

Charming Color Combinations and Wanted Plain Shades on Lightweight Weavers Undercut at

1.49 Yd.

While the remarkable price reduction is a big feature, the wonderful material of weave and patterns shown makes this stuff exceptionally attractive. You have the choice of the latest patterns in Cotton, Wool, Silk, Rayon and Mixed Weaves. Flaxes and Twill Silks in both light and dark colors. Fine Silk and Silk-Blend Silks in all weights and colors.

Laces and Embroideries to Grace Summer Dresses

Our selections in both Laces and Embroideries are all crisp, fresh, new and have the latest designs for summer modes. Our low prices are equally attractive.

Laces at 32c Yard
A fine list of Lace Laces in French round thread, First— 6 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Second— 5 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Third— 4 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Fourth— 3 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Fifth— 2 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Sixth— 1 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread.

Filet Laces 18c Yard
A fine selection of Filet Laces in French round thread, First— 8 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Second— 7 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Third— 6 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Fourth— 5 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Fifth— 4 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Sixth— 3 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread.

Embroideries at 15c
A fine selection of Embroideries in French round thread, First— 8 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Second— 7 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Third— 6 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Fourth— 5 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Fifth— 4 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread, Sixth— 3 cent—both
sets and angles in French round thread.

Lace Finishes 15c Yard
A fine selection of Lace Finishes in 6 inch widths, First— 15c — both
sets and angles in French round thread, Second— 14c — both
sets and angles in French round thread, Third— 13c — both
sets and angles in French round thread.

Flaxes and Twill Silks in a full variety of colors.

Place your order with us and we will deliver your order to your home or office at no extra charge.
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OCEAN DUSTY, SAY SAILORS
Marines Abroad E. S. S. Pen-tol
ty蝗s Advance No Problem.

CAPTAIN TO RESUME POST
Officer, Held Hostages, Returned to Former News

WASHINGTON, June 28—The Captain of the U.S.S. Chesterfield, who was held hostage by the Japanese last week, has been returned to his post. The Captain is now in charge of the Chesterfield, which is being used as a training ship for the Navy.

LEAGUES HELD DISLOYAL
Organizations Not Reformed, But Individuals Rather

The Washington State Red Cross, a subsidiary of the American Red Cross, has been granted a temporary permit to continue operations during the appeal period.

THE MOST IN VALUE—THE MOST IN QUALITY
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What "Reliable" Means
RELIABLE = according to the dictionary, that which is "true, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, certain, c..."